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Abstract—Resource allocation and call admission control (CAC)
are key management functions in future cellular networks, in order
to provide multimedia applications to mobiles users with quality
of service (QoS) guarantees and efficient resource utilization. In
this paper, we propose and analyze a priority based resource
sharing scheme for voice/data integrated cellular networks. The
unique features of the proposed scheme are that 1) the maximum
resource utilization can be achieved, since all the leftover capacity
after serving the high priority voice traffic can be utilized by the
data traffic; 2) a Markovian model for the proposed scheme is
established, which takes account of the complex interaction of
voice and data traffic sharing the total resources; 3) optimal CAC
parameters for both voice and data calls are determined, from the
perspective of minimizing resource requirement and maximizing
new call admission rate, respectively; 4) load adaption and bandwidth allocation adjustment policies are proposed for adaptive
CAC to cope with traffic load variations in a wireless mobile
environment. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed
CAC scheme is able to simultaneously provide satisfactory QoS to
both voice and data users and maintain a relatively high resource
utilization in a dynamic traffic load environment. The recent
measurement-based modeling shows that the Internet data file
size follows a lognormal distribution, instead of the exponential
distribution used in our analysis. We use computer simulations
to demonstrate that the impact of the lognormal distribution can
be compensated for by conservatively applying the Markovian
analysis results.
Index Terms—Call admission control (CAC), quality-of-service
(QoS), resource allocation, voice and data services.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

OBILE CELLULAR networks are evolving into versatile Internet Protocol (IP)-based wireless networks that
can provide multimedia services to mobile users. Successful
support of multimedia applications requires quality-of-service
(QoS) guarantees over wireless links [1], [2]. Due to limited
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radio resources, efficient resource allocation is extremely important for wireless networks in order to meet the rapidly increasing demands of mobile subscribers as well as to guarantee
QoS [3]–[6]. One of the challenges in a multiservice system is
that the radio resources should be properly distributed among
multiple traffic classes so that the QoS requirements of each
traffic class can be satisfied while the resources are utilized as efficiently as possible. In cellular systems, handoff calls resulting
from user mobility make resource sharing even more complex.
In this paper, we propose a call-level optimal resource allocation
scheme and adaptive call admission control (CAC) policies for
packet-switched voice/data integrated cellular networks, which
can maximize resource utilization under QoS constraints of new
call blocking probability (NBP) and handoff call dropping probability (HDP). Using the effective bandwidth technique [7], [8],
the resources required for a packet switched network to service
each call with a physical layer and link layer QoS guarantee can
be determined. The total resources allocated to a service class
can be equivalently represented in terms of the number of traffic
flows that can be accepted. As a result, the call-level CAC concept originating from circuit-switched networks can be applied
to packet-switched networks.
The existing resource sharing schemes can be broadly classified into three categories: complete sharing (CS) [9]–[12],
complete partitioning (CP) [9], [11], [13], and virtual partitioning (VP) [14]–[16]. In complete sharing, a new user
is always offered access to the network provided that there
is sufficient bandwidth at the time of request, and all traffic
classes share the total resources indiscriminately. Complete
sharing achieves the highest resource utilization among the
three categories, but the individual QoS requirement of a certain traffic class cannot be guaranteed in this scheme. On the
other hand, complete partitioning can guarantee the resource
commitment, and therefore the QoS, to each traffic class, but
may underutilize the resources. If some underloaded traffic
classes are not utilizing their allocations, the free capacity
will be wasted as it can not be used by other heavily loaded
traffic classes. Resource utilization of the complete partitioning
schemes can be improved by a movable boundary allocation
scheme [13], in which the resource allocation to a traffic class
can be dynamically adjusted according to the traffic load variations. Virtual partitioning is a more flexible scheme than the
movable boundary scheme to achieve a good tradeoff between
QoS guarantee and resource utilization. While most of the free
capacity from underloaded traffic classes can be utilized by the
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overloaded traffic classes, trunk reservation [17], [18] is implemented to protect underloaded traffic classes from resource
starvation. In the VP scheme, the QoS of the underloaded
classes can not be guaranteed either, although the QoS violation
is considerably alleviated compared to the CS scheme [19].
In this paper, we propose and analyze a priority based resource sharing scheme for integrated voice and data, different
from the previously mentioned resource sharing schemes where
resource preemption is not allowed. Assume a cell has total capacity . In the proposed scheme, voice users have a preemp; all the
tive priority in occupying the cell capacity up to
residual capacity is then picked up by the available-rate (best-effort) data services for maximum resource utilization. Currently,
most of the Internet data applications use the transmission control protocol (TCP), which has the characteristic of elastic rate
adjustment according to available capacity. Therefore, the proposed resource sharing model is more proper for voice/data integration than the VP scheme, which is better suited to fixed
rate resource allocation. In the priority-based system, the service time statistics of data users are related to both voice and
data traffic loads in the system. One contribution of this paper
is that a mathematical model is developed to characterize the
interaction of voice and data calls, where the service time of a
data call is represented as a function of the arrival and service
time statistics of voice calls and the number of other admitted
data calls. Although the similar approach to model the data call
service time has been used in [20], we independently proposed
such modeling in [21] and go considerably further in this paper
to study the resource sharing system from the capacity planning perspective. Based on the mathematical model, we solve
the optimal CAC parameters for both voice and data calls according to their QoS requirements. Voice CAC can satisfy the
NBP and HDP requirements of voice users with minimal resource allocation, and therefore maximize the leftover capacity
for data traffic; data CAC can maximize the new call admission
rate while satisfying both the HDP requirement and the minimum throughput of the accepted data calls.
In cellular networks, handoff calls are normally given higher
priority to access resources than the new calls in CAC, based
on the fact that maintaining an ongoing call is more important than admitting a new arrival. The fractional guard channel
policy [22], [23] is proven to be an optimal scheme to differentiate the resource allocation for handoff and new calls, which
can maximize the resource utilization while guaranteeing the
NBP and HDP requirements. The guard channel concept has
also been extended to a multiclass environment [9], [24]. However, in all the previously mentioned schemes, the guard channels are static in that they do not adapt to changes in traffic
load and mobility parameters, which may lead to inefficient resource utilization in practice. Most recently, the dynamic guard
channel reservation has been extensively investigated in various
adaptive resource allocation schemes [25]–[28] to improve resource utilization. In this paper, the guard channel approach is
also exploited in the proposed priority resource sharing scheme
to protect handoff calls. Particularly, we focus on the limited
fractional guard channel policy (LFGCP) proposed in [22]. The
policy is the optimal control policy to minimize NBP with a
hard constraint on the HDP or to satisfy specified NBP and HDP
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requirements with minimal resource allocation. It is applied to
both voice and data traffic. Designing optimal policy parameters
for data traffic is challenging, as data serving capacity statistically depends on the voice service. Another contribution of this
paper is that we propose an algorithm to solve the optimal CAC
parameters for data LFGCP. Furthermore, the CAC parameters
are dynamically adjusted with the traffic load variation.
Although resource allocation and CAC are investigated in
this paper for a two-class voice/data integrated system, the proposed techniques can be readily extended to a multiclass multimedia system by grouping the multiple classes to a real-time (including voice)/non-realtime (including data) integrated system
[16], as discussed in Section III. In wireless networks, rate adaption [29]–[31] is usually used to improve the sustain probability
(defined as the probability that an accepted new call can successfully complete the communication) of real-time multimedia
services. In the case of resource scarcity, the bandwidth allocated to a call can be decreased to some degree to increase the
call admission rate as long as the QoS degradation is tolerable.
The rate adaption is supported by the adaptive coding technique.
A good example is the layered video coding format [32], [33],
where a base layer contains the most important features of the
video and some enhancement layers contain data refining the
reconstructed video quality. The rate adaption can be achieved
by discarding one or more enhancement layers when necessary.
In this paper, the rate adaption of voice calls is also included in
the proposed resource sharing scheme, which enhances the call
level performance of both voice and data services as demonstrated by analysis and simulation results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model under consideration. Section III proposes the LFGCP CAC policy with priority and analyzes its
performance by Markov modeling. The procedure to determine
optimal CAC parameters and the approaches for adaptive CAC
are then presented in Section IV. Numerical results are given in
Section V to illustrate the performance of the proposed resource
allocation and CAC techniques. Section VI presents computer
simulation results, where the performance of the proposed CAC
scheme for the lognormally distributed data call length is compared with that for the exponentially distributed length. In Section VII, we provide concluding remarks.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A wireless cellular system supporting both voice and data services is considered. The system capacity (or bandwidth) allocation for both voice and data is normalized with respect to some
basic unit. Each such basic unit is referred to as one channel, and
nonintegral channel allocation is possible. For simplicity, we
study a homogeneous system in statistical equilibrium, where
any cell is statistically the same as any other cell, and the mean
handoff arrival rate to a cell is equal to the mean handoff departure rate from the cell. Hence, we can decouple a cell from
the rest of the system and evaluate the system performance by
analyzing the performance of the cell. Such single cell analysis
has been extensively used in modern CAC analysis [16], [20],
[34], and [35]. In the following, the focus will be placed on CAC
for a single test cell. The term “call” at air interface means not
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE NOTATIONS

only a voice call but also a connection for data service. For convenience, mathematical symbols used in this paper are summarized in Table I.
In the cell, each voice call consists of a constant-rate packet
stream. The information carried in a voice call is real-time and
can be characterized by low tolerance in transmission delay and
medium tolerance in packet loss. When there is a small reduction in the resources available to a voice call, it can tolerate a
small degree of packet dropping due to reduced bandwidth allocation. On the other hand, the information carried by a data call
is nonreal-time and can be characterized by medium tolerance in
transmission delay but low tolerance in packet loss. When there
is a reduction in available resources to a data call, the transmission rate can be reduced without dropping information packets,

resulting in a longer service (connection) time. Let denote the
capacity (i.e., total available radio bandwidth) of the cell. Due to
their real-time nature, voice calls are given preemptive priority
over data calls in obtaining resources up to a certain amount, de. Each admitted voice user is allocated with the
noted by
required fixed amount of bandwidth, denoted by . Admitted
data calls, at any time, equally share only the leftover bandwidth
by voice calls. This method of allocating resources to different
types of traffic was first proposed in [10]. The scheme guaran) is always
tees that a certain amount of bandwidth (i.e.,
available to data calls by not allowing the high priority (voice)
traffic to occupy the entire available bandwidth. The value of
should be large enough to satisfy the QoS requirements for
voice calls but small enough to give data calls as many leftover
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resources as possible. When there are voice and data users
in the cell, the total leftover capacity after servicing the voice
; the share of this amount allocated to each data
users is
user is therefore

(1)
The value of
changes from time to time, depending on
the instantaneous numbers of voice and data users in the cell.
may drop below a critConsequently, there are chances that
ical threshold, denoted by . The threshold is the minimum or
bottleneck bandwidth required to maintain each data link effi, the serciently with the minimum service quality. If
vice quality of the admitted data users is not satisfactory. This
phenomenon is called overload, and the probability of its occurrence should be kept low by restricting the number of data users
admitted to the cell.
There are four types of call arrivals in a cell: new voice and
data calls originating within the cell, and handoff voice and data
calls coming from adjacent cells. The voice and data call arrival processes are assumed to be independent of each other.
After the admission process, these arrivals are either blocked
(for new calls), dropped (for handoff calls), or admitted. There
is no waiting room in the cell and all blocked and dropped calls
are cleared.
For tractability in mathematical analysis, we use Markovian
processes to model the voice and data call behaviors. It is widely
agreed that the Poisson arrival process and exponentially distributed service time can be used to describe the voice calls [36],
[37], and the Poisson model can also be used to describe the
user-generated data call (session) arrival process [38]. Therefore, new call arrivals are assumed to be Poisson for both voice
be the average new call arrival rate
and data traffic. Let
of voice (data) traffic. For voice calls, the cell residence time
, and the total length of a call
before handoff, denoted by
in time, denoted by , are assumed to be exponentially distributed with means
and
, respectively. Because
the bandwidth allocated to a voice call is constant, there is a
one-to-one relationship between the length of a voice call in
packets and that in time. Consequently, given , it is necessary to specify only one of the length distributions. The channel
, which
holding time of a voice call in the cell is
.
also has an exponential distribution with mean
The exponential channel holding time and Poisson new call arrival process lead to a Poisson handoff arrival process of voice
calls, where the handoff rate is denoted as .
For data calls, the cell residence time before handoff, denoted
by
, can also be assumed to be exponentially distributed
. However, the total length of a data call in
with mean
packets (the data file size), denoted by , is found to follow a
lognormal distribution, according to recent measurement-based
is exponenmodeling [39]. For tractability, we assume that
in the mathematical analtially distributed with mean
ysis and then use computer simulations to examine the deviation of the true values with the lognormal distribution from the
corresponding Markovian mathematical results with the expo-
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nential distribution.1 The relationship between the length of a
data call in packets and that in time depends on the numbers
of both voice and data calls in the cell. Given that there are
voice and data users in the system, the bandwidth allocated to
each data user is given in (1). From the memoryless property of
the exponential distribution, no matter how much data has been
transferred, the leftover data packets for this call is still expo. Therefore, at the state
nentially distributed with mean
, the data call has a state-dependent exponential service rate
and, hence, the state-dependent exponential
. The
channel holding time with mean
state-dependent exponential property does not mean the total
channel holding time averaged over all the states is also exponential. To facilitate further analysis, we assume that the data
call channel holding time is exponentially distributed, which
then leads to a Poisson handoff arrival process of data calls, with
the handoff rate denoted as . Note that the exponential distribution assumption has been widely used in literature [9]–[14],
[16], [20], [24]–[26], [29], [34]to provide approximate solutions
for cellular systems.
With the system model, the objective of this research is to
develop an adaptive CAC policy and find the optimal CAC parameters, so that the QoS requirements of mobile users can be
satisfied with high resource utilization in a dynamic traffic load
environment.
III. LFGCP WITH PRIORITY
The proposed CAC policy for the system consists of LFGCPs:
one for handling the admission of voice calls and the other for
data calls. The LFGCP was originally proposed in [22] for a
test cell in a system supporting only constant-rate voice services.
, where is total call-level
The LFGCP can be denoted by
is the channel occupancy threshold
channel capacity,
over which no new calls are accepted, and is a constant denoting the probability of accepting a new call when the channel
calls. By introducing , the actual threshold
occupancy is
for the new calls (corresponding to ) is equivalent to a continuous variable, leading to an optimized policy. The LFGCP
discriminates against new calls since they are not accepted after
. This is to ensure that
the channel occupancy reaches
the remaining channels, called guard channels, are reserved for
potential handoff users who have a higher priority in obtaining
resources. It has been demonstrated that the LFGCP has the capability of guaranteeing service quality to voice users in the cellular environment [22]. Here, the concept of LFGCP is extended
to the integrated voide/data system, and the interaction between
the high-priority voice and the available-rate data is taken into
account by the mathematical model for accurate performance
and
denote the LFGCPs for voice
analysis.2 Let
1The simulation results presented in Section VI demonstrate that all the QoS
metrics obtained with a lognormally distributed data file size degrade slightly
from those obtained by theoretical analysis with an exponentially distributed
data file size.
2Compared with our previous work [40], the CAC for the integrated
voice/data services presented in this paper is based on the 2-D Markovian
model for both performance analysis and CAC parameter determination, which
captures the complex correlation between the two services in a more realistic
way.
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Fig. 1. State diagram of the 2-D traffic model.

and data calls, respectively. The overall policy can be described
as follows: where and are the current numbers of admitted
voice and data calls, respectively, in the cell:
For voice calls—A new call is always accepted if
, is accepted with probability
if
, and is
; a handoff call is always
always rejected if
accepted if
, and rejected otherwise.
For data calls—A new call is always accepted if
, is accepted with probability
if
, and is
; a handoff call is always
always rejected if
accepted if
, and is rejected otherwise.
The overall policy is represented by the six parameters
. Note that
, and
represent the numbers of calls and not the numbers of channels.
These parameters should be determined in such a way that given
the traffic load, the system under the CAC policy can guarantee
QoS to the users and achieve a high resource utilization efficiency. Here, we consider the following connection-level QoS
measures:
—the new call blocking (handoff call dropping) probability for voice calls;
—the new call blocking (handoff call dropping) probability for data calls;
—the overload probability for data calls.
The QoS requirements
bounds of

are

specified

by the upper
, denoted by
. From the users’ point of view, it
is better to be blocked in the beginning rather than dropped
in the middle of a connection. As a result, in addition to
the resource reservation for handoff calls, the upper bounds
and
) are given a lower (more
for handoff calls (
restrictive) value than the corresponding upper bounds for
and
). As QoS provisioning and high
the new calls (
resource utilization are conflicting goals, to evaluate the
performance of the CAC policy, the following measures related
to resource utilization are used:

—the total throughput (i.e., average rate) at
which all the admitted voice (data) calls are being
served;
—the overall bandwidth utilization efficiency defined as the average percentage of the entire spectrum
of the cell that is used by the admitted voice and data
calls.
Since both voice and data calls share the total resources of the
cell, the two LFGCPs are not independent. Their correlation is
captured in the modeling and performance analysis discussed in
the following and in the determination of the policy parameters
to be discussed in Section IV. With Poisson arrivals, exponential
service time for voice calls, and exponential length in packets
for data calls, the traffic flows under the control of the proposed
CAC policy can be modeled by a two-dimensional (2-D) con, where and
tinuous-time birth-death process with state
are the current numbers of admitted voice and data calls, respectively. The state diagram is shown in Fig. 1, where
is the voice (data) call arrival rate, and
is the voice (data)
, the
call service rate associated with each state. For state
transition rates are shown in (2)–(5) at the bottom of the next
page. Because voice calls have a higher priority in obtaining reand
do not depend on , the number
sources,
of data calls. On the other hand, since data calls can occupy
only the leftover bandwidth by voice calls, the determination
requires the knowledge of both
of the service rate
and . The steady-state probability that there are voice calls
for
and
and data calls in the cell
can be obtained numerically. In particular, the
local balance equation for each state of the 2-D model and the
connormalization constraint
linearly independent equations
stitute a set of
[41]. These equations can be used to solve for the steady state
probabilities, from which the performance of the policy can be
evaluated.
and
are independent of , the 2-D
Because
model can be condensed to a one-dimensional (1-D) model
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in describing the resource occupancy of voice calls. The 1-D
/
queue, where each state represents
model is an
the number of the active voice calls. The steady-state probaof the 1-D model
is related to those
bility
of the 2-D model by

Similarly, the performance measures for data calls can be obtained from the 2-D model and are given by

(6)

(13)

can also be explicitly calculated as

(14)

otherwise.
From the 1-D model,
follows:

(12)

As the probability of a data user finding itself in the cell with
voice and
other data users is proportional not only to
but also to , the overload probability for data calls is
(15)
otherwise

where and are chosen from the set
, and the denominator is simply a
normalization constant. As to the resource utilization efficiency,
there exist unused resources only if there is no data user in
the cell. The average amount of unused bandwidth is therefore
. Hence, the bandwidth utilization efficiency is given by

(7)
is the total voice traffic load in the
where
is the fraction of the voice traffic load
cell,
composed of handoff traffic, and
is a normalization constant given by

(16)
From the preceding analysis, the call-level QoS measures for
and ,
voice traffic depend only on the CAC parameters
and are independent of the bandwidth assigned to a voice call
and the presence of data calls; however, the QoS measures
for data calls depend on , the arrival and service statistics of
voice calls, due to their lower service priority.
Note that the preceding two-class Markovain modeling can
be readily extended to a multiservice system supporting more
than two traffic classes, where in user calls in different classes
can have different bandwidth requirements. The modeling approach proposed in [16] can be adopted for such an extension.
All the classes can be combined into two groups (real-time and
nonreal-time), and the LFGCP can be applied to both groups for
admission control. With heterogeneous call arrival processes,

(8)
With the steady-state probabilities, the performance measures
related to voice calls are given by
(9)
(10)
(11)

(2)
otherwise.
(3)

otherwise.

(4)
otherwise.
and
otherwise.

(5)
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bandwidth requirements, call holding times, and cell residence
times in different classes, the LFGCPs for voice and data can
be modeled as a multidimensional Markov chain. The interaction between the two LFGCPs can still be characterized by
the approach proposed in this section. Assume there are
classes of real-time traffic and
classes of nonreal-time
-D Markov chain for the real-time LFGCP can
traffic. The
be solved independent of the nonreal-time traffic due to its priority in resource access. Performance of the non-real-time traffic
-D Markov
needs to be obtained by solving a
chain to take the interaction between voice and data into account. In the following, without losing generality, we continue
to focus on the voice/data two-class model when studying the
optimal and adaptive CAC.
IV. OPTIMAL CAC PARAMETERS AND ADAPTIVE POLICY
A. Optimal CAC Parameters
This section proposes a procedure to determine the optimal
and
. For
CAC policy parameters
voice calls, the algorithm
proposed in [22] can be used,
which is able to find the minimum required value of
and the
corresponding values of
and , such that the specified QoS
upper bounds are satisfied. However, the parameters for data
calls cannot be determined in a straightforward manner, because
of their lower service priority and their nonconstant bandwidth
allocation. Given the total resources of the cell, it may be impossible to satisfy all the QoS parameter upper bounds, especially
when the traffic load is high. Among the QoS measures, the new
call blocking probability for data traffic is the least important,
since new data calls have a lower service priority than voice calls
and handoff data calls. As a result, the proposed procedure is to
determine the CAC parameters which guarantee only four upper
and
, given that the amount of
bounds
the total resources is large enough. Even though the upper
is not guarbound for the new data call blocking probability
anteed, the proposed procedure takes necessary steps to minifor any given environment. Given the total amount of
mize
, the QoS requirements (
, and
),
capacity
the bandwidth requirements (
, and ), and the traffic conditions (
, and
), the procedure to determine the CAC parameters is summarized as follows:
Step 1) Determine the values of
,
and
by using algorithm
. If there are not enough resources to sup),
port the demand from voice calls (i.e.,
stop.
Step 2) Set the intermediate value for , denoted by , to
0.
Step 3) Determine the first intermediate value for
, de. First, assume
is used for data
noted by
calls, which makes no discrimination between new
and handoff calls. Starting with
, search sequentially for the largest
such that the overload
and
probability under the control of
is not larger than
. If there does not exist such an
value; i.e., there are not enough resources to guar-

antee the overload probability requirement for data
calls, stop.
Step 4) Determine the first intermediate value for , denoted
by . Starting from
, decrease the value of
by 1 continuously until either a) the data handoff
call dropping probability under the control of
and
is not larger than
, or b)
.
Step 5) Determine the second intermediate value for , de, and for
, denoted by
. Starting
noted by
with
and
, search for the largest
and
by increasing the values of both
values of
by 1 simultaneously each time, such that the overload
and
probability under the control of
is not larger than
.
Step 6) If the handoff call dropping probability is still vioand repeat Steps 4 and 5 until
lated, let
upper bound is satisfied. If
reaches 0 at
the
the end of Step 4 and
cannot be raised further in
Step 5 because of potential violation of the overload
probability upper bound, i.e., there are not enough resources to guarantee the handoff call dropping probability for data calls, stop; otherwise, if suitable values
and
are obtained, go to Step 7.
for both
Step 7) Starting with
, search for the minimum
value of
such that
and the
upper
bound is still satisfied.
Step 8) Determine the final value of . Starting with
, search for the largest value for
such that a)
, and b) both
and
upper bounds
are satisfied under the control of
and
.
Step 9) Determine the final value of . Do a bisection search
over the interval [0, 1] to find the maximum value for
, such that both
and
upper bounds are
and
.
satisfied under the control of
The minimal amount of resources is determined to satisfy
the call blocking and dropping probabilities for voice calls in
is
Step 1 due to their high priority. The minimum value for
optimal in the sense that resource utilization is maximized for
voice calls. At the same time, the optimal value for is found
, which specifies the minimum resources necessary
to be
for voice calls and gives data calls as much leftover capacity as
possible. The procedure to determine the CAC parameters for
data calls (Steps 2–9) is first to guarantee the overload probability, then to guarantee the handoff call dropping probability,
and finally to minimize the new call blocking probability. Since
has a larger impact on the data call overload probparameter
is first determined in Step 3 acability than parameter ,
cording to the overload probability upper bound. Note that any
more restrictive LFGCP
with any integer
also
satisfies the same overload probability upper bound under identical traffic conditions. Thus, the
value can be used in Step
value, one way to control the
4 to determine . Given the
handoff call dropping probability is to vary the size of the guard
. In particular, the size of the guard bandbandwidth
width is a monotonically decreasing function of the call drop. Therefore, in Step 4, the value of
is
ping probability
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reduced gradually to increase the size of the guard bandwidth,
. Compared to the
resulting in the intermediate policy
obtained in Step 3, the policy obtained in Step 4
policy
is more restrictive because fewer new calls can be admitted. As
a result, Step 5 is to check if there are any resources which can
be used to reduce the new call blocking probability. The interand
mediate policy from Step 4 is relaxed by increasing both
simultaneously, under the constraint on the overload probaand
are increased simultaneously, the
bility. When both
remains the same as that
size of the guard bandwidth
determined in Step 4; hence, the relaxation of the intermediate
policy has only beneficial but no adverse effect on the handoff
call dropping probability. In Step 4, there is a possibility that the
search is terminated prematurely (because reaches 0) without
. If the relaxation in Step 5 does
satisfying the upper bound
not provide any benefit in this respect, it is necessary to repeat
Steps 4 and 5 until the upper bound is satisfied, as specified in
Step 6. Because of the repetitive relaxation of the policy in Step
from Step 6 may not correspond to the
5, the policy
minimal new call blocking probability. Steps 7 to 9 are to find
, , and , which minimize the new
the final values of
call blocking probability. Note that in Step 9 a bisection search
is possible because both
and
are
for the maximum
monotonically increasing functions of . Provided that there is
enough capacity in the cell, by using the preceding procedure,
all the specified QoS requirements will be satisfied, and the QoS
requirement for new data calls, though not guaranteed, will be
maintained to the highest degree possible. Otherwise, the procedure stops before Step 9, in which case, additional resources
are required and/or an adaptive CAC policy should be used.
Note that the previously described algorithm for determining
CAC parameters incurs higher computation complexity comalgorithm. In the proposed algopared to the single class
rithm, analysis of a 2-D Markov chain is involved in the iterative
search for optimal CAC parameters. Also, the computation complexity increases when the number of priority classes increases.
However, the efficient computation technique for multidimensional Markov chains has been widely studied, e.g., [14], [16],
and the references therein, and can be adopted in the algorithm
for CAC parameters. Furthermore, the computation complexity
does not affect the online CAC, as the CAC parameters do not
need to be calculated frequently. With the static policy, the offline computation can be applied; with the adaptive policies, to
be discussed in the following, the CAC parameters are calculated over a timescale much larger than the call interarrival time.
For real-time online admission control, only simple addition and
comparison operations are required under the configured CAC
parameters.
B. Adaptive Policy
The proposed CAC policy is designed for a target traffic condition. If the actual traffic condition deviates from the target condition, the policy may result in dissatisfactory service quality or
under-utilized resources. One solution is to make the CAC adaptive to traffic load changes. To ensure the stability of the system
and to preserve the validity of the analysis in Section III, the
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mean time between changes of traffic conditions is assumed to
be much longer than the time required for the system to acquire
stationary states. Consider changes in a) the voice traffic load
, with
being its initial values for which the CAC policy is
originally designed for, and b) the mean message length of data
, with being its initial
calls in packets
value. Two phases of adaption are taken in the adaptive CAC,
which is described as follows:
1) Phase 1—Load Adaption: Traffic conditions characterand are periodically monitored (in a time
ized by
scale much larger than the call interarrival time). If a significant change (i.e., the traffic load fluctuation exceeds
a predefined threshold, for example % or % ) is
detected, the procedure described in Section 4-A is reexecuted to find the new parameters of the CAC policy.
This is to ensure that the policy is still able to maintain
the same satisfactory service qualities to users under the
new traffic condition. Due to the scarce wireless spectrum
and expected large number of subscribers in the future
wireless networks, load adaption alone may not be able to
deliver satisfactory services simultaneously to both voice
and data users. For example, when the traffic load of voice
users becomes very large, the value of starts to approach
the cell capacity . The resources left for data users starts
to decrease and eventually, either delays suffered by data
users become completely intolerable if the same number
of data users are supported, or the new call blocking probability increases to a very large value if the number of
data users allowed into the system is reduced. The second
scenario also leads to lower throughput and reduced resource utilization for the system. As a result, load adaption should be combined with relaxed QoS to mitigate the
problem, i.e., the second phase of adaption.
2) Phase 2—Bandwidth Allocation Adjustment: When
traffic load increases, it is possible to take a small quantity of resources from the users already in the system and
use the aggregate to compensate for the extra demand.
This can be done as long as the degradation in service
quality caused by the reduced resource allocation to each
admitted user is tolerable. In particular, voice calls can
tolerate a certain amount of reduction in transmission
rate before the service quality drops to an unacceptable
level. That is, the amount of resources allocated to each
can be reduced to a certain extent
admitted voice user
as the traffic load increases. Let
be the standard transmission rate assigned to a voice call. When the traffic
and/or , increases with respect to
and/or
load,
, bandwidth allocation adjustment reallocates a new
transmission rate (less than
) to each voice call. As an
example, the relationship can be expressed as
(17)
where the weights
and
are both positive constants,
and
is the unit step function. The actual values of
the weights depend on the tolerance level of the voice
users to service quality degradation. Using (17), the adaptability of the CAC policy to dynamic traffic loads can be
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described as follows: 1) When
surges above
,
is reduced. The reduction is used to compensate the increase in voice call arrivals. The purpose is to avoid the
potential increase of the value of , thereby avoiding the
domination of the entire spectrum by voice traffic and stadrops
bilizing the throughput for data calls. 2) When
below
, the value of
remains the same. The value
of , however, will be reduced with the updated CAC parameters (for the new traffic conditions). Because of the
available-rate characteristic of data calls, the extra leftover
capacity will be automatically picked up by data calls,
which increases the throughput of data traffic. 3) When
increases above
is decreased so that the extra leftover capacity by voice calls can be used to compensate
the increase in the data traffic load, thereby stabilizing the
call blocking probability of new data calls. 4) When
drops below , there is no change in the value of . The
policy for voice calls will not be changed, and therefore,
the leftover capacity remains the same. However, due to
the decrease in the data traffic load, the service rate for
data users is increased. Although the reduction of bandwidth has no adverse effect on the dropping and blocking
probabilities of voice calls, it does degrade the transmission performance. The corresponding QoS measure can
, which is the normalized rebe given by
duction in bandwidth allocation that each voice call experiences during heavy traffic conditions.
C. Determination of Handoff Call Arrival Rates
In the preceding sections, when we drive the CAC performance measures and the adaptive CAC parameters, it is assumed
that both the voice and data handoff call arrival rates are known
as
and , respectively. However, since the overall system is
assumed to be homogeneous in statistical equilibrium, the mean
handoff arrival rate to a cell should be equal to the mean handoff
departure rate toward neighboring cells. That is
(18)

(19)
As seen in (18) and (19), the handoff arrival (departure) rates are
dependent on state probabilities, while the state probabilities are
derived using the handoff arrival rates. To solve this problem, we
use the iterative algorithm presented in [34].
, the QoS requireAssume that the total capacity
ments
, the bandwidth requirements
, and the traffic conditions
are known. If nonadaptive CAC policy is used, the CAC
parameters
for a pretargeted traffic
condition can be obtained. The iterative algorithm for our case
is implemented as follows:
Step 1) Set initial values for
and
as
and
, respectively. The former is from the suggestion given in [34]; the latter is a heuristical estimation,

as the average data call completion rate is not convenient to use. Both settings of the initial values lead
the algorithm to convergence in numerical practice.
Step 2) If nonadaptive CAC policy is used, compute the
according to
steady state probabilities
Section III using the preset CAC parameters. Otherwise, if adaptive CAC policy is used, solve the
CAC parameters and the steady state probabilities
in a combined way according to the procedures
described in Sections IV-A and B.
Step 3) Compute the mean departure rate of handoff voice
and
, according to (18)
and data calls,
and (19).
Step 4) Let
be a predefined small value. If
,
and go to Step 2 of the iteration algorithm for voice calls. The same rule is
applied to the iteration algorithm for data calls.
Step 5) Compute the performance measures for voice and
data calls using the obtained handoff rates.
It should be mentioned that 1) As the voice calls occupy resources with high priority, solving for handoff rates and CAC
parameters of voice calls is executed first, independent of the
, and , the iteration
data calls. With the obtained
algorithm for the data calls is then executed. 2) With nonadaptive CAC, the CAC parameters for the pretargeted traffic condition are first solved according to the above algorithm. The CAC
parameters are then fixed in the searching of handoff rates for
other traffic load conditions. With adaptive CAC, the handoff
rates and CAC parameters are solved jointly in the iteration algorithm. 3) The analysis of voice traffic can be condensed to a
1-D model, and the adaptive CAC policies select parameters to
and
. Therefore,
achieve the QoS as (or very close to)
the handoff rate of voice calls in a steady-state homogeneous
cellular system can be derived and is given by
(20)
by setting the handoff arrival rate to the 1-D queue equal to the
handoff departure rate.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents numerical results based on the mathematical analysis in Sections III–IV to demonstrate the advantages of the adaptive CAC policy over the nonadaptive policy.
Three policies are considered: Policy A is a nonadaptive policy
and
;
under the engineered traffic condition
Policy B is an adaptive policy with only load adaption; and
Policy C is an adaptive policy with both load adaption and bandwidth allocation adjustment. For each policy, the optimal CAC
parameters are solved according to Section IV. The performance
of the policies is compared under the conditions specified in
Table II. For simplicity, we consider the unit channel capacity
as 1 packet/s. For Policy A, the handoff rates, the CAC paramcalls/s,
eters, and are determined to be:
calls/s,
calls,
calls,
calls,
calls,
and
packets/s. The determination of the three voice call parameters
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TABLE II
TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

AND BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS
THE NUMERICAL STUDY

USED

IN

(
and ) by
does not require the knowledge of .
This implies that the three values for both Policies B and are
the same. Furthermore, because voice traffic is given the preemptive priority over data traffic and their three CAC parameters are determined independently of data traffic, the parameters
and therefore the QoS measures do not change with .
The performance measures of the voice calls under the three
CAC policies are given in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the call
blocking and dropping probabilities for voice calls as a function
of . It is observed that both Policy B and C have the same
performance, due to the assumption that a small variation in
does not affect the call level QoS measures for voice calls.
They can guarantee the QoS upper bounds in all the traffic
conditions. However, Policy A is able to provide the required
calls/s. For heavier
service quality only when
calls/s,
and
traffic conditions, such as when
are 5.9 and 8.1 times larger than the respective upper bounds
and
). The small fluctuation of
(
the probabilities below the bounds is due to the fact that
is an integer variable in the problem formulation. Fig. 2(b)
shows the throughput for voice users as a function of . Note
that the throughput for the cell includes both the completed
calls and handoff departures. For Policy A, the resources are
. The small
enough to guarantee the QoS, when
and
leads to a throughput
in that region.
cannot increase linearly with ,
However, when
due to the rapid increase of
and
. For Policy B and
and
are always kept close to the upper
Policy C, as
and
),
in all the traffic load
bounds (
conditions. Policy B and C have the same call level throughput.
At the packet level, Policiy C executes bandwidth allocation
adjustment, the growth in is slower than that in Policy B, so
that more capacity can be spared for data users. The constraint
in the growth of is essential to the overall performance of

Fig. 2. Performance measures of the voice calls. (a) New call blocking and
handoff call dropping probabilities. (b) Call level throughput.

the system (especially for the data traffic), as discussed in the
following.
and
for the three policies.
Fig. 3 shows the values of
It is observed that 1) The values for Policy A are fixed for all
and
the traffic conditions; 2) For Policy B, the values of
decrease rapidly as increases but do not change much with .
This observation reflects that the high priority voice traffic has a
prominent impact on the resources available to the low priority
data traffic. If bandwidth allocated to voice traffic is not limited,
,
the data users may be completely blocked; 3) For Policy C
also decrease as
increases but at a slower rate than
and
that for Policy B. Because of the controlled growth of , there
is still reasonable leftover capacity for data users in the system at
heavy traffic conditions. In particular, Policy C is able to admit
more data users into the system when the data traffic load
is increased.
With the CAC parameters given in Fig. 3, the corresponding
overload, handoff call dropping, and new call blocking probabilities for data calls are shown in Figs. 4–6. It is observed that a)
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Fig. 3. Numbers M and T of data calls. (a) l
calls/s.
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= 150 packets. (b)  = 60

for Policy A, the overload probability increases sharply with the
becomes larger than
increase of voice traffic load . When
the originally targeted load level, the leftover capacity becomes
insufficient to guarantee the originally targeted QoS for data
users. With the fixed CAC parameters, the data users are then aggressively admitted, leading to a rapid increase of the overload
probability. The handoff call dropping probability requirement
or exceeds the originally
cannot be satisfied when either
targeted point. The new call blocking probability is close to 1
in all the traffic conditions, which shows that the leftover cacalls/s. On
pacity is too small for the data traffic load
the other hand, the more than satisfactory QoS measure when
translates into a low throughput in light traffic (to
be demonstrated in Fig. 7). 2) Policies B and C can guarantee
the overload probability and the handoff call dropping probability requirements under the different traffic load conditions.
With the bandwidth allocation adjustment, Policy C can achieve
a much larger throughput than Policy B in the heavy traffic load

Fig. 4. Overload probability,
 = 60 calls/s.

5

, of data calls. (a)

l

= 150 packets. (b)

condition, as demonstrated in Fig. 7. Especially for the large
cases, Policy C performs obviously better than Policies A and
B. Numerical results also show that the resource utilization efficiency for all the three policies is equal to or very close to 1,
and is independent of the mean message length, due to the heavy
data traffic load considered and the assumption that a single data
user can use up the entire spectrum of the cell. Policy C has the
highest utilization efficiency. In summary, Policy C is demonstrated to be superior to Policies A and B. The only disadvantage
of Policy C is that the admitted voice users have to tolerate a reduction in the allocated resources when the traffic load is heavy,
which is shown in Fig. 8. In light to medium traffic conditions
Erlangs and
packets), there is no bandwidth
(
reduction. For medium to heavy traffic conditions, the reduction
ranges from 0 to a maximum of 18%. As long as the reduction
in bandwidth is kept below a certain level, voice quality will not
degrade to an uncomfortable level. With its capability in maintaining call level QoS for both voice and data calls and, at the
same time, achieving relatively high throughput and resource
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Fig. 5. Handoff call dropping probability
packets. (b)  = 60 calls/s.

D

of data users. (a)

l = 150

utilization, Policy C is more suitable than both Policies A and
B for the dynamic environment of the future cellular networks.
Note that in the preceding results, when Policy B or Policy
C is involved, the relationship between the QoS performance
and the traffic load is not monotonic. This is due to the integer
and the simultaneous adjustments
CAC parameters
of the admission region, the rate of voice calls, and the traffic
load. However, our method of determining the CAC parameters
can always satisfy the QoS specifications, and fluctuations of the
QoS measures are only observed below the QoS upper bounds.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the preceding, we demonstrate using Markovian analysis
that the adaptive CAC is able to simultaneously provide satisfactory QoS to both voice and data users and maintain a relatively high resource utilization in a dynamic traffic load environment, by load adaption and bandwidth allocation adjust-

Fig. 6. New call blocking probability B
(b)  = 60 calls/s.
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of data calls. (a) l = 150 packets.

ment. For mathematical tractability, the data call length (data file
size) in packets is assumed to follow an exponential distribution.
However, recent measurement-based modeling shows that the
Internet data file size follows a lognormal distribution [39]. In
this section, we use computer simulations to examine the impact
of lognormal distribution. Two cases of CAC are simulated, with
the lognormally and exponentially distributed data call length,
respectively, and the performance measures are compared.
We simulate the CAC for a cell cluster of 19 cells, as shown in
Fig. 9. The initial users existing in the system are uniformly distributed in all the cells.3 In a cell, when a handoff happens, one
of the six possible directions is randomly selected as the handoff
direction. At the boundary cells when a handoff call moves out
of the cluster, a handoff arrival is randomly generated to keep the
handoff arrival rate to the cluster equal to the handoff departure
rate from the cluster. The traffic conditions, the bandwidth and
QoS requirements, and the CAC policy parameters are set the
3In fact, we run simulations with both uniform and nonuniform initial user
distributions, and the QoS performance in the stationary state are the same.
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Fig. 8. Normalized reduction in the allocated bandwidth suffered by voice
calls.

Fig. 7. Throughput
calls/s.

2

of data calls. (a)

l

= 150 packets. (b)  = 60

same as those used in the numerical analysis for both cases, except that the data call length distributions are lognormal and exponential, respectively. The conventional Monte Carlo approach
new arrivals (including both the voice and
is used, where
data calls) are simulated to get accurate estimation of the performance measures. As the CAC for voice calls is independent
of the data traffic, the data call length distribution only affects
the data CAC performance.
The estimated overload probabilities and handoff call dropping probabilities are presented in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively.
The simulation results with an exponential data call length are
almost exactly the same as the Markovian analysis results. Considering the estimation deviation due to the limited number of
arrival samples, it can be concluded that the Markovian analysis is accurate for the exponential case, even though some simplified assumptions have to be made in the analysis. The Markovian analysis results are not included in Figs. 10 and 11 for
clarity. It has been found from the simulations that: 1) The relationships among the performance curves from the different

Fig. 9.

Cell cluster used for simulation.

CAC policies, under the exponential distribution assumption,
also apply to the case of lognormal distribution. Policy C again
performs the best in QoS and resource utilization; 2) the performance measures in the lognormal case degrade to some degree
as compared to those in the exponential case; 3) the deviations
introduced by different data call length distributions are almost
or ; the lognormal curves seem to
constant with respect to
match the up-moved exponential curves. In other words, the deviation brought by the format of distribution is independent of
its mean value (the traffic load) and the CAC policy. We do not
show those untreated lognormal curves to not clutter the figures,
and instead we show the compensated lognormal curves, to be
discussed next. The three observations obtained from the simulations suggest that the impact of lognormal distribution can be
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Simulation results of the overload probability 5
150 packets. (b)  = 60 calls/s.

Fig. 10.

l

=

of data calls. (a)

compensated by conservatively applying the Markovian analysis results. Intuitively, the compensation may be implemented
as follows. We can choose a compensation factor, termed as
, and use the cell capacity
instead of in the Markovian analysis to calculate CAC parameters for the targeted
traffic condition. The obtained CAC parameters and capacity
are then used in simulation, where the data call length distribution is set as lognormal with the same mean and variance.
Compare the simulated performance measures with the target
QoS, and adjust correspondingly to reduce the difference between them. The adjustment of is executed iteratively until all
the performance measures obtained via simulation are close to
(but smaller than) the QoS specifications. Moreover, as the QoS
degradation due to the lognormal distribution does not depend
much on the CAC policy and the traffic load condition, the compensation factor can be searched offline under the engineered
load, and then directly applied to adaptive CAC policies. The
lognormal curves plotted in Figs. 10 and 11 are obtained with

Fig. 11. Simulation results of the handoff call dropping probability
data calls. (a) l = 150 packets. (b)  = 60 calls/s.
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D

of

the previously described compensation procedure. The compenis determined under the engineered load
sation factor
and
, and applied to all the other traffic conditions. In the figures, we can see that the compensated lognormal
curves (obtained with capacity ) are a close match to the expo) under all the CAC
nential curves (obtained with capacity
policies.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper proposes a priority-based resource sharing scheme
and the optimal LFGCP CAC policies for voice/data integrated
cellular networks. Handoffs due to user mobility, the heterogeneous traffic characteristics, and dynamic traffic load are taken
into account. We develop a mathematical model that is able to
describe the complex interaction between the voice and data
traffic sharing the total resources. Based on such a model, the optimal CAC parameters for both voice and data traffic are determined for maximal resource utilization. When traffic conditions
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change dynamically, adaptive CAC policies with load adaption
and rate adaption are proposed to enhance the system performance. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed adaptive CAC policies not only have a better capability in QoS provisioning but also achieve a higher resource utilization efficiency,
compared with the static CAC. Such benefits are achieved with
degraded packet-level QoS provided to voice users who may experience a tolerable reduction in bandwidth allocation in a heavy
traffic load condition. In the mathematical analysis, the data call
length in packets is assumed to be exponentially distributed for
tractability, but in practice, the length has been shown to be lognormally distributed. We use computer simulations to demonstrate that the impact of lognormal distribution can be compensated by conservatively applying the Markovian analysis results.
Note that voice service implies a symmetric communication
mode. However, many Internet data services have the nature of
asymmetric communications. In an asymmetric environment,
data broadcast (e.g., the broadcast disk scheme [42] and the references therein) may be more efficient in wireless resource utilization. For future multiservice cellular networks, it will be an
interesting and important research topic to investigate efficient
resource allocation schemes that support both connection based
and broadcast based multimedia applications.
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